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This two-volume handbook presents a collection of novel methodologies with applications and
illustrative examples in the areas of data-driven computational social sciences. Throughout this
handbook, the focus is kept specifically on business and consumer-oriented applications with
interesting sections ranging from clustering and network analysis, meta-analytics, memetic
algorithms, machine learning, recommender systems methodologies, parallel pattern mining
and data mining to specific applications in market segmentation, travel, fashion or
entertainment analytics. A must-read for anyone in data-analytics, marketing, behavior
modelling and computational social science, interested in the latest applications of new
computer science methodologies. The chapters are contributed by leading experts in the
associated fields.The chapters cover technical aspects at different levels, some of which are
introductory and could be used for teaching. Some chapters aim at building a common
understanding of the methodologies and recent application areas including the introduction of
new theoretical results in the complexity of core problems. Business and marketing
professionals may use the book to familiarize themselves with some important foundations of
data science. The work is a good starting point to establish an open dialogue of communication
between professionals and researchers from different fields. Together, the two volumes
present a number of different new directions in Business and Customer Analytics with an
emphasis in personalization of services, the development of new mathematical models and
new algorithms, heuristics and metaheuristics applied to the challenging problems in the field.
Sections of the book have introductory material to more specific and advanced themes in some
of the chapters, allowing the volumes to be used as an advanced textbook. Clustering,
Proximity Graphs, Pattern Mining, Frequent Itemset Mining, Feature Engineering, Network and
Community Detection, Network-based Recommending Systems and Visualization, are some of
the topics in the first volume. Techniques on Memetic Algorithms and their applications to
Business Analytics and Data Science are surveyed in the second volume; applications in Team
Orienteering, Competitive Facility-location, and Visualization of Products and Consumers are
also discussed. The second volume also includes an introduction to Meta-Analytics, and to the
application areas of Fashion and Travel Analytics. Overall, the two-volume set helps to
describe some fundamentals, acts as a bridge between different disciplines, and presents
important results in a rapidly moving field combining powerful optimization techniques allied to
new mathematical models critical for personalization of services. Academics and professionals
working in the area of business anyalytics, data science, operations research and marketing
will find this handbook valuable as a reference. Students studying these fields will find this
handbook useful and helpful as a secondary textbook.
Ronald Reagan’s most-quoted living author—George Gilder—is back with an all-new paradigmshifting theory of capitalism that will upturn conventional wisdom, just when our economy
desperately needs a new direction. America’s struggling economy needs a better philosophy
than the college student's lament: "I can't be out of money, I still have checks in my
checkbook!" We’ve tried a government spending spree, and we’ve learned it doesn’t work.
Now is the time to rededicate our country to the pursuit of free market capitalism, before we’re
buried under a mound of debt and unfunded entitlements. But how do we navigate between
government spending that's too big to sustain and financial institutions that are "too big to fail?"
In Knowledge and Power, George Gilder proposes a bold new theory on how capitalism
produces wealth and how our economy can regain its vitality and its growth. Gilder breaks
away from the supply-side model of economics to present a new economic paradigm: the epic
conflict between the knowledge of entrepreneurs on one side, and the blunt power of
government on the other. The knowledge of entrepreneurs, and their freedom to share and use
that knowledge, are the sparks that light up the economy and set its gears in motion. The
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power of government to regulate, stifle, manipulate, subsidize or suppress knowledge and
ideas is the inertia that slows those gears down, or keeps them from turning at all. One of the
twentieth century’s defining economic minds has returned with a new philosophy to carry us
into the twenty-first. Knowledge and Power is a must-read for fiscal conservatives, business
owners, CEOs, investors, and anyone interested in propelling America’s economy to future
success.
This textbook explains Deep Learning Architecture, with applications to various NLP Tasks,
including Document Classification, Machine Translation, Language Modeling, and Speech
Recognition. With the widespread adoption of deep learning, natural language processing
(NLP),and speech applications in many areas (including Finance, Healthcare, and
Government) there is a growing need for one comprehensive resource that maps deep
learning techniques to NLP and speech and provides insights into using the tools and libraries
for real-world applications. Deep Learning for NLP and Speech Recognition explains recent
deep learning methods applicable to NLP and speech, provides state-of-the-art approaches,
and offers real-world case studies with code to provide hands-on experience. Many books
focus on deep learning theory or deep learning for NLP-specific tasks while others are
cookbooks for tools and libraries, but the constant flux of new algorithms, tools, frameworks,
and libraries in a rapidly evolving landscape means that there are few available texts that offer
the material in this book. The book is organized into three parts, aligning to different groups of
readers and their expertise. The three parts are: Machine Learning, NLP, and Speech
Introduction The first part has three chapters that introduce readers to the fields of NLP,
speech recognition, deep learning and machine learning with basic theory and hands-on case
studies using Python-based tools and libraries. Deep Learning Basics The five chapters in the
second part introduce deep learning and various topics that are crucial for speech and text
processing, including word embeddings, convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural
networks and speech recognition basics. Theory, practical tips, state-of-the-art methods,
experimentations and analysis in using the methods discussed in theory on real-world tasks.
Advanced Deep Learning Techniques for Text and Speech The third part has five chapters that
discuss the latest and cutting-edge research in the areas of deep learning that intersect with
NLP and speech. Topics including attention mechanisms, memory augmented networks,
transfer learning, multi-task learning, domain adaptation, reinforcement learning, and end-toend deep learning for speech recognition are covered using case studies.
Through a series of recent breakthroughs, deep learning has boosted the entire field of
machine learning. Now, even programmers who know close to nothing about this technology
can use simple, efficient tools to implement programs capable of learning from data. This
practical book shows you how. By using concrete examples, minimal theory, and two
production-ready Python frameworks—Scikit-Learn and TensorFlow—author Aurélien Géron
helps you gain an intuitive understanding of the concepts and tools for building intelligent
systems. You’ll learn a range of techniques, starting with simple linear regression and
progressing to deep neural networks. With exercises in each chapter to help you apply what
you’ve learned, all you need is programming experience to get started. Explore the machine
learning landscape, particularly neural nets Use Scikit-Learn to track an example machinelearning project end-to-end Explore several training models, including support vector
machines, decision trees, random forests, and ensemble methods Use the TensorFlow library
to build and train neural nets Dive into neural net architectures, including convolutional nets,
recurrent nets, and deep reinforcement learning Learn techniques for training and scaling deep
neural nets
This open access book explores machine learning and its impact on how we make sense of
the world. It does so by bringing together two 'revolutions' in a surprising analogy: the
revolution of machine learning, which has placed computing on the path to artificial
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intelligence, and the revolution in thinking about the law that was spurred by Oliver Wendell
Holmes Jr in the last two decades of the 19th century. Holmes reconceived law as prophecy
based on experience, prefiguring the buzzwords of the machine learning age-prediction based
on datasets. On the path to AI introduces readers to the key concepts of machine learning,
discusses the potential applications and limitations of predictions generated by machines using
data, and informs current debates amongst scholars, lawyers and policy makers on how it
should be used and regulated wisely. Technologists will also find useful lessons learned from
the last 120 years of legal grappling with accountability, explainability, and biased data.
This volume selects the best contributions from the Fourth International Conference on Neural
Networks in the Capital Markets (NNCM). The conference brought together academics from
several disciplines with strategists and decision makers from the financial industries. The
various chapters present and compare new techniques from many areas including data mining,
information systems, machine learning, and statistical artificial intelligence. The volume
focuses on evaluating their usefulness for problems in computational finance and financial
engineering. Applications — risk management; asset allocation; dynamic trading and hedging;
forecasting; trading cost control. Markets — equity; foreign exchange; bond; commodity;
derivatives; Approaches — data mining; statistical AI; machine learning; Monte Carlo simulation;
bootstrapping; genetic algorithms; nonparametric methods; fuzzy logic. The chapters
emphasizes in-depth and comparative evaluation with established approaches.
Contents:Decision Technologies:Optimization of Trading Systems and Portfolios (J E Moody &
L Z Wu)Nonlinear versus Linear Techniques for Selecting Individual Stocks (S Mahfoud et
al.)Soft Prediction of Stock Behavior (Y Baram)Risk Management:Validating a Connectionist
Model of Financial Diagnosis (P E Pedersen)Neural Networks for Risk Analysis in Stock Price
Forecasts (M Klenin)Optimizing Neural Network Classifiers for Bond Rating (A N Skurikhin & A
J Surkan)Statistical Learning for Financial Problems:Forecasting Volatility Mispricing (P J
Bolland & A N Burgess)Intraday Modeling of the Term Structure of Interest Rates (J T Connor
et al.)Modeling of Nonstationary Financial Time Series by Nonparametric Data Selection (G
Deco et al.)Foreign Exchange Trading and Analysis:Principal Components Analysis for
Modeling Multi-Currency Porfolios (J Utans et al.)Quantization Effects and Cluster Analysis on
Foreign Exchange Rates (W M Leung et al.)A Computer Simulation of Currency Market
Participantsand other papers Readership: Practitioners and academics who are interested in
developments and applications of data mining to finance. keywords:
????: Linear regression analysis
Both pattern recognition and computer vision have experienced rapid progress in the last
twenty-five years. This book provides the latest advances on pattern recognition and computer
vision along with their many applications. It features articles written by renowned leaders in the
field while topics are presented in readable form to a wide range of readers. The book is
divided into five parts: basic methods in pattern recognition, basic methods in computer vision
and image processing, recognition applications, life science and human identification, and
systems and technology. There are eight new chapters on the latest developments in life
sciences using pattern recognition as well as two new chapters on pattern recognition in
remote sensing.

Learning from DataA Short CourseDeep Learning in Computational MechanicsAn
Introductory CourseSpringer NatureBusiness and Consumer Analytics: New
IdeasSpringer
This book covers the techniques of data mining, knowledge discovery, genetic
algorithms, neural networks, bootstrapping, machine learning, and Monte Carlo
simulation. Computational finance, an exciting new cross-disciplinary research area,
draws extensively on the tools and techniques of computer science, statistics,
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information systems, and financial economics. This book covers the techniques of data
mining, knowledge discovery, genetic algorithms, neural networks, bootstrapping,
machine learning, and Monte Carlo simulation. These methods are applied to a wide
range of problems in finance, including risk management, asset allocation, style
analysis, dynamic trading and hedging, forecasting, and option pricing. The book is
based on the sixth annual international conference Computational Finance 1999, held
at New York University's Stern School of Business.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on
Intelligent Data Engineering and Automated Learning, IDEAL 2002, held in Manchester,
UK in August 2002. The 89 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from more than 150 submissions. The book offers topical sections on data
mining, knowledge engineering, text and document processing, internet applications,
agent technology, autonomous mining, financial engineering, bioinformatics, learning
systems, and pattern recognition.
????????????????,???????,???????,????,????,??,??,?????,???,?????,?????,????,???,?
??,????????,???????????????????.
???????????????????????????????????Python??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????Scikitlearn?NLTK?Pandas?gensim?XGBoost?Google Tensorflow?? ????4???1????????????
??Python??????2???????????Scikit-learn????????????3??????????????????????????
???????????4??????Kaggle??????????????????????????????????????????
This volume is the product of the Proceedings of the 9th International Congress of
Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science and contains the text of most of the
invited lectures. Divided into 15 sections, the book covers a wide range of different
issues. The reader is given the opportunity to learn about the latest thinking in relevant
areas other than those in which they themselves may normally specialise.
Through a series of recent breakthroughs, deep learning has boosted the entire field of
machine learning. Now, even programmers who know close to nothing about this
technology can use simple, efficient tools to implement programs capable of learning
from data. This practical book shows you how.
Over the past three decades or so, research on machine learning and data mining has
led to a wide variety of algorithms that learn general functions from experience. As
machine learning is maturing, it has begun to make the successful transition from
academic research to various practical applications. Generic techniques such as
decision trees and artificial neural networks, for example, are now being used in various
commercial and industrial applications. Learning to Learn is an exciting new research
direction within machine learning. Similar to traditional machine-learning algorithms, the
methods described in Learning to Learn induce general functions from experience.
However, the book investigates algorithms that can change the way they generalize,
i.e., practice the task of learning itself, and improve on it. To illustrate the utility of
learning to learn, it is worthwhile comparing machine learning with human learning.
Humans encounter a continual stream of learning tasks. They do not just learn
concepts or motor skills, they also learn bias, i.e., they learn how to generalize. As a
result, humans are often able to generalize correctly from extremely few examples often just a single example suffices to teach us a new thing. A deeper understanding of
computer programs that improve their ability to learn can have a large practical impact
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on the field of machine learning and beyond. In recent years, the field has made
significant progress towards a theory of learning to learn along with practical new
algorithms, some of which led to impressive results in real-world applications. Learning
to Learn provides a survey of some of the most exciting new research approaches,
written by leading researchers in the field. Its objective is to investigate the utility and
feasibility of computer programs that can learn how to learn, both from a practical and a
theoretical point of view.

Offers a First Amendment approach to defend against governmental censorship
of the newest form of technological expression: robotic speech.
2008??????????????????? 50????????49?????? 35???????????????
2012??????????????? ???50?????? ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ???????? ????????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????? ??????????????????20 ????????1??????????1?
??????????????10? ????????2012?????????1?
?????????????2012???????????? ??????????2012????????????
?????????????10?????????!? ?2009?????????????????????????????
?2012????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????911????? ?2007?????????????????????????????
???????? (big data)?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????! ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????(????:???????????????????) ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????;????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????(???????????????:
???8?) ????????????: ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
The European Conference on Machine Learning (ECML) and the European
Conference on Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(PKDD) were jointly organized this year for the ?fth time in a row, after some
years of mutual independence before. After Freiburg (2001), Helsinki (2002),
Cavtat (2003) and Pisa (2004), Porto received the 16th edition of ECML and the
9th PKDD in October 3–7. Having the two conferences together seems to be
working well: 585 di?erent paper submissions were received for both events,
which maintains the high s- mission standard of last year. Of these, 335 were
submitted to ECML only, 220 to PKDD only and 30 to both. Such a high volume
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of scienti?c work required a tremendous e?ort from Area Chairs, Program
Committee members and some additional reviewers. On average, PC members
had 10 papers to evaluate, and Area Chairs had 25 papers to decide upon. We
managed to have 3 highly qua?edindependentreviewsperpaper(withveryfewexceptions)andoneadditional
overall input from one of the Area Chairs. After the authors’ responses and the
online discussions for many of the papers, we arrived at the ?nal selection of 40
regular papers for ECML and 35 for PKDD. Besides these, 32 others were
accepted as short papers for ECML and 35 for PKDD. This represents a joint
acceptance rate of around 13% for regular papers and 25% overall. We thank all
involved for all the e?ort with reviewing and selection of papers.
Besidesthecoretechnicalprogram,ECMLandPKDDhad6invitedspeakers, 10
workshops, 8 tutorials and a Knowledge Discovery Challenge.
This is an authoritative collection of papers addressing the key challenges that
face the Bayesian interpretation of probability today. The volume includes
important criticisms of Bayesian reasoning and gives an insight into some of the
points of disagreement amongst advocates of the Bayesian approach. It will be of
interest to graduate students, researchers, those involved with the applications of
Bayesian reasoning, and philosophers.
Gary Madden was a renaissance man with respect to the nexus between
information and communications technology (ICT) and economics. He
contributed to a variety of fields in ICT: applied econometrics, forecasting,
internet governance and policy. This series of essays, two of which were coauthored by Professor Madden prior to his untimely death, cover the range of his
research interests. While the essays focus on a number of ICT issues, they are
on the frontier of research in the sector. Gerard Faulhaber provides a broad
overview of how we have reached the digital age and its implications. The
applied econometric section brings the latest research in the area, for example
Lester Taylor illustrates how own-price, cross-price and income elasticities can
be calculated from survey data and translated into real income effects. The
forecasting section ranges from forecasting online political participation to
broadband’s impact on economic growth. The final section covers aspects of
governance and regulation of the ICT sector.
The book ‘Data Intensive Computing Applications for Big Data’ discusses the
technical concepts of big data, data intensive computing through machine
learning, soft computing and parallel computing paradigms. It brings together
researchers to report their latest results or progress in the development of the
above mentioned areas. Since there are few books on this specific subject, the
editors aim to provide a common platform for researchers working in this area to
exhibit their novel findings. The book is intended as a reference work for
advanced undergraduates and graduate students, as well as multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research workers and scientists on the
subjects of big data and cloud/parallel and distributed computing, and explains
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didactically many of the core concepts of these approaches for practical
applications. It is organized into 24 chapters providing a comprehensive overview
of big data analysis using parallel computing and addresses the complete data
science workflow in the cloud, as well as dealing with privacy issues and the
challenges faced in a data-intensive cloud computing environment. The book
explores both fundamental and high-level concepts, and will serve as a manual
for those in the industry, while also helping beginners to understand the basic
and advanced aspects of big data and cloud computing.
????????:????:?????????;SELECT??:??????????;??????:???????;?????????:???
???.
This book contains all refereed papers that were accepted to the second edition
of the « Digital Enterprise Design & Management » (DED&M 2014) international
conference that took place in Paris (France) from February 4 to February 5,
2014. These proceedings cover the most recent trends in the emerging field of
Digital Enterprise, both from an academic and a professional perspective. A
special focus is put on digital uses, digital strategies, digital infrastructures and
digital governance from an Enterprise Architecture point of view. The DED&M
2014 conference is organized under the guidance of the Center of Excellence on
Systems Architecture, Management, Economy and Strategy and benefits from
the supports of both the Orange – Ecole Polytechnique – Télécom ParisTech
“Innovation and Regulation” Chair and the Dassault Aviation – DCNS – DGA –
Thales – Ecole Polytechnique – ENSTA ParisTech – Télécom ParisTech
“Complex Systems Engineering” Chair.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is regarded as the science and technology for producing an
intelligent machine, particularly, an intelligent computer program. Machine learning is
an approach to realizing AI comprising a collection of statistical algorithms, of which
deep learning is one such example. Due to the rapid development of computer
technology, AI has been actively explored for a variety of academic and practical
purposes in the context of financial markets. This book focuses on the broad topic of
“AI and Financial Markets”, and includes novel research associated with this topic. The
book includes contributions on the application of machine learning, agent-based
artificial market simulation, and other related skills to the analysis of various aspects of
financial markets.
Cellular automata are a class of spatially and temporally discrete mathematical systems
characterized by local interaction and synchronous dynamical evolution. Introduced by
the mathematician John von Neumann in the 1950s as simple models of biological selfreproduction, they are prototypical models for complex systems and processes
consisting of a large number of simple, homogeneous, locally interacting components.
Cellular automata have been the focus of great attention over the years because of
their ability to generate a rich spectrum of very complex patterns of behavior out of sets
of relatively simple underlying rules. Moreover, they appear to capture many essential
features of complex self-organizing cooperative behavior observed in real systems.
This book provides a summary of the basic properties of cellular automata, and
explores in depth many important cellular-automata-related research areas, including
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artificial life, chaos, emergence, fractals, nonlinear dynamics, and self-organization. It
also presents a broad review of the speculative proposition that cellular automata may
eventually prove to be theoretical harbingers of a fundamentally new information-based,
discrete physics. Designed to be accessible at the junior/senior undergraduate level
and above, the book will be of interest to all students, researchers, and professionals
wanting to learn about order, chaos, and the emergence of complexity. It contains an
extensive bibliography and provides a listing of cellular automata resources available
on the World Wide Web.
The means and ends of information theory and computational complexity have grown
significantly closer over the past decade. Common analytic tools, such as combinatorial
mathematics and information flow arguments, have been the cornerstone of VLSl
complexity and cooperative computation. The basic assumption of limited computing
resources is the premise for cryptography, where the distinction is made between
available information and accessible information. Numerous other examples of common
goals and tools between the two disciplines have shaped a new research category of
'information and complexity theory'. This volume is intended to expose to the research
community some of the recent significant topics along this theme. The contributions
selected here are all very basic, presently active, fairly well-established, and stimulating
for substantial follow-ups. This is not an encyclopedia on the subject, it is concerned
only with timely contributions of sufficient coherence and promise. The styles of the six
chapters cover a wide spectrum from specific mathematical results to surveys of large
areas. It is hoped that the technical content and theme of this volume will help establish
this general research area. I would like to thank the authors of the chapters for
contributing to this volume. I also would like to thank Ed Posner for his initiative to
address this subject systematically, and Andy Fyfe and Ruth Erlanson for proofreading
some of the chapters.
X Table of Contents Table of Contents XI XII Table of Contents Table of Contents XIII
XIV Table of Contents Table of Contents XV XVI Table of Contents K.S. Leung, L.-W.
Chan, and H. Meng (Eds.): IDEAL 2000, LNCS 1983, pp. 3›8, 2000. Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg 2000 4 J. Sinkkonen and S. Kaski Clustering by Similarity in an
Auxiliary Space 5 6 J. Sinkkonen and S. Kaski Clustering by Similarity in an Auxiliary
Space 7 0.6 1.5 0.4 1 0.2 0.5 0 0 10 100 1000 10000 10 100 1000 Mutual information
(bits) Mutual information (bits) 8 J. Sinkkonen and S. Kaski 20 10 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7
Mutual information (mbits) Analyses on the Generalised Lotto-Type Competitive
Learning Andrew Luk St B&P Neural Investments Pty Limited, Australia Abstract, In
generalised lotto-type competitive learning algorithm more than one winner exist. The
winners are divided into a number of tiers (or divisions), with each tier being rewarded
differently. All the losers are penalised (which can be equally or differently). In order to
study the various properties of the generalised lotto-type competitive learning, a set of
equations, which governs its operations, is formulated. This is then used to analyse the
stability and other dynamic properties of the generalised lotto-type competitive learning.
November 28-December 1, 1994, Denver, Colorado NIPS is the longest running annual
meeting devoted to Neural Information Processing Systems. Drawing on such disparate
domains as neuroscience, cognitive science, computer science, statistics, mathematics,
engineering, and theoretical physics, the papers collected in the proceedings of NIPS7
reflect the enduring scientific and practical merit of a broad-based, inclusive approach
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to neural information processing. The primary focus remains the study of a wide variety
of learning algorithms and architectures, for both supervised and unsupervised
learning. The 139 contributions are divided into eight parts: Cognitive Science,
Neuroscience, Learning Theory, Algorithms and Architectures, Implementations,
Speech and Signal Processing, Visual Processing, and Applications. Topics of special
interest include the analysis of recurrent nets, connections to HMMs and the EM
procedure, and reinforcement- learning algorithms and the relation to dynamic
programming. On the theoretical front, progress is reported in the theory of
generalization, regularization, combining multiple models, and active learning.
Neuroscientific studies range from the large-scale systems such as visual cortex to
single-cell electrotonic structure, and work in cognitive scientific is closely tied to
underlying neural constraints. There are also many novel applications such as tokamak
plasma control, Glove-Talk, and hand tracking, and a variety of hardware
implementations, with particular focus on analog VLSI.
The annual conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS) is the
flagship conference on neural computation. It draws preeminent academic researchers
from around the world and is widely considered to be a showcase conference for new
developments in network algorithms and architectures. The broad range of
interdisciplinary research areas represented includes neural networks and genetic
algorithms, cognitive science, neuroscience and biology, computer science, AI, applied
mathematics, physics, and many branches of engineering. Only about 30% of the
papers submitted are accepted for presentation at NIPS, so the quality is exceptionally
high. All of the papers presented appear in these proceedings.
This book constitutes the throughly refereed post-proceedings of the 4th International
Conference on Intelligent Data Engineering and Automated Learning, IDEAL 2003, held
in Hong Kong, China in March 2003. The 164 revised papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 321 submissions; for inclusion in this post-proceedings
another round of revision was imposed. The papers are organized in topical sections an
agents, automated learning, bioinformatics, data mining, multimedia information, and
financial engineering.
????? ??? ??? ???? ?? ??? 1? ?? ? ?? ??? ???? ????? ??? ??? ? ????, ??? ?? ?? ??? ???
???? ?? ????. ????, ???, ????? ??? ???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ??? ???? ???? ???? ??? ????
????. ??? ???? ????? ?? ?? ??? ???? ??? ?? ??. ????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ?? ?????, ?
?? ???? ???? ?? ?? ?? ??? ? ???. 2?? ???? 2? ???? ??? ??, ??? ??, ??? ?? ???(GAN) ?
?? ??? ????. ???? ???? ??? ??? ?? ??? ???? 2.0? ??? ??? ??? ? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ???
???? ???? ?? 1? ??? ??? ????. ?? ?? ??? ???? ???? ??? ????? ??? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????.
??? ??? ??? ????? ???? ??? ???? ????, ??? ????? ??? ?? ????? ??? ??? ????. ??? ????
2???? ??? ???? ?? ??? ??????. ????, ???, ???? 2.x? ???? ??? ??, ??? ??, ??? ?? ????
??? ??? ?? ??? ?????. ?? ?????? ??, ?? ?????? ??? ??? ??? ?? ? ????. ? ? ? ??? ?????
???? ??? ?? ???, ???? ???? ?? ??? ???? ???? ??? ????. ? 2??? ??? ? 1. ? ?? ??? ??
??(??, ??? ??, ?? ??, ?? ?? ?), ?? ???? ???? ?? ??? ??(?? ??? ???? ?), ???? ??? ??
??(Xception, SENet, YOLO? ??? ?? ??, R-CNN? ??? ??? ?? ?), ??? ???(CNN)? ???? ???
???(WaveNet ?), CNN? ?????, ?? ???? ??? ?? ??, ??? ?? ???(GAN)? ????. 2. ????
?????? API(???, Data API, ?? ??? ?? TF-Agents), ?? ?? API? ??? ??? TF ??? ???? ????,
TF ??, TF Addons/Seq2Seq, TensorFlow.js ?? ????. 3. ?? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?????. 4. ????
2? ???? ???? ???? ??? API ??(tf.keras)? ?????. 5. ????, ???, ???, ????, ? ? ?? ????? ??
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??? ?? ?? ??? ???? ????. ? ??? ?? ?? ? ?? ???? ????? ?? ???? ????, ?????? ??? ????
????? ??? ???? ? ??? ??, ??, ??? ???? ?? ??? ???. ?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ??? ????
??? ???? ???? ??? ??? ???, ?? ???? ??? ? ?? ??? ? ?? ??? ?????? ??????. - ????(ScikitLearn): ??? ???? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?? ????? ?? ???? ?? ?? ?????. ????(TensorFlow): ????? ??? ?? ???? ???? ?? ?????, ? ??? ????????. ??? ?? ?? GPU
??? ???? ??? ???? ????? ????? ??? ? ????. - ???(Keras): ??? ??? API???. ?? ?? ????
???? ??? ? ????. ???? ????, ???(Theano), ??????? ????? ??(Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit)
??? ?????. ????? ?? ??? API ??? tf.keras? ???? ????, tf.keras? ???? ?? ??? ?????.
* ??? ??? ?? ?? ??? ??? 1. R ?????? ???? ? ??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ?? ?? ????? ????
???? ???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ????, ??? ????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??. ? ?? ????? ????
??? ? ?? ??? ?? ? ?? ?????? ??? ?? R? ???? ???? ??? ????. 2. R ???? ?? ??? ???? ????
??? ?? ???? ??? ? ? ?? R? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ??, ??? ???, ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?
????? ?? ? ????? ???? ??? ??? ?? ??? ? ??. 3. ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ???
???? ??? R? ??? ????? ???? ??? ???? ?? ???? ??? ?? ??. ??? ???? ?? ???? ?? ????
????? ????, ???? ????? ? ??? ??? ?? ?? ???? ??? ???? ?? ? ???? ?? ??? ???? ??.
This volume discusses the general perspectives on linguistic morphology offered by
word and paradigm models. James Blevins places these models in the larger context of
the lineage that extends from classical grammars to current information-theoretic and
discriminative learning paradigms.
Dramatically improve human capital management decisions by applying advanced
analytics and "Big Data" technologies and processes! Pioneering HR technology expert
James Sesil identifies widespread flaws in today's HR decision-making processes, and
reveals how advanced analytics can help organizations make far more robust decisions
about employee selection, performance management, strategy alignment,
collaboration, and more. In this book he shows how to integrate Business Intelligence,
ERP, Strategy Maps, Talent Management Suites, and advanced analytics -- and use
them together to make far better decisions. You'll learn how to measure and improve
the value of HCM decision-making in workforce/succession planning, talent acquisition,
career development, corporate learning, and beyond. Sesil teaches key lessons from
sources ranging from online dating services to Moneyball-style sports player selection
processes. He shows how to systematically improve decision-making through more
complete and sophisticated collaboration and new Collective Intelligence approaches.
You'll learn how to use both internal and external data sources more effectively, and
review a wide variety of advanced tools now available from vendors such as OrcaEyes,
Vemo, Aruspex, Peoplefluent, Infor/Lawson, DecisionLens, Oracle, Ultimate, Cogniti,
IBM, SAP, and Microsoft. Sesil concludes by demonstrating how to build "data driven"
cultures and organizations that truly want to bring objectivity to decision-making, and
will actually use these remarkable new tools. This book will be an invaluable resource
for every HR executive, manager, analyst, and IT professional seeking new
opportunities for competitive advantage through human capital and technological
innovation.
??????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????Judea
Pearl??????????????????Dana Mackenzie??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????——??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????AI?????????????
????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??——????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——
????????AI??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????…… ????????????????? ?1??????????????????????????
?2???????????????????????? ?3??????????????????? ?4?????????????????????
??????????????????
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